OFFICE OF ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT
The mission of the Office of Academic Enrichment (OAE) is to
empower students to develop the academic skills and
strategies that will pave the way for future success.
Every student can benefit from the support we offer—
struggling students gain confidence and see great
improvement, and high-achieving students become even
stronger.
We look forward to seeing you!

OAE TUTORING SERVICES
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Tutoring offers an opportunity to improve your
understanding of fundamental concepts. Our services
are designed to supplement and reinforce what you
are learning.

Individual tutoring: Contact a tutor on the TutorFind
Directory to set up an appointment. Undergraduate
Individual Tutoring: inexpensive; tutors: $12/hr; Graduate/professional tutors: $15/hr
TutorFind Directory
Drop-in tutoring: No appointment necessary. Free
tutoring in several subjects M-R between 3:3010:00pm and F 10am-12pm at 148-150 S. College
Ave. Students are seen on a first-come, first-served
basis.
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Group tutoring: Weekly review sessions are
established based on subject and student demand.
Students must complete an in-office form to
participate.
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Group Tutoring: free;
upon student request
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Supplemental Instruction: Weekly review sessions
organized by subject and professor support.
Drop-in Tutoring: free;
first-come, first-served

University of Delaware Office of Academic Enrichment—148-150 S. College Ave.—302/831-4555

Supplemental Instruction:
free; upon professor request

http://ae.udel.edu/

OAE ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES
Want to make sure you stay on top of those good grades you’ve been getting?
Discouraged because you’re not getting the grades you want?
Does it feel like there’s never enough time to get everything done?
Does it seem like everyone but you has this figured out?
Let us help you find your answers!

WORKSHOPS
Discover strategies for strengthening
your study skills & time management.
In-Person Workshops offered throughout
the fall and spring semesters:
Time Management
Note-taking
Reading & Annotating Texts
Test-Taking
Preparing for Finals
Online Workshops available year-round:
Goal-setting
Time Management
Note-taking
Reading & Annotating Texts
Studying Strategies
Test-Taking
Choosing & Declaring a Major (w/UST)

SKILMOD CLASSES
These 1-credit, Pass/Fail classes will enhance your study
habits, critical thinking and problem-solving.
UNIV113: Study Skills. Learn new study strategies and
apply them to one of your current courses.
UNIV114: Critical Thinking. Strengthen your skill in
recognizing and creating a strong argument.
UNIV115: Problem-Solving. Discover ways to organize
your thinking when facing challenging/new problem sets
in your STEM courses.

ONE-ON-ONE ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Individualized support to help you connect the dots to
address your academic frustrations.
Academic Intake. Come in for a one-hour meeting to
review your current strategies. We will help you make
connections with the resources you need to overcome
the obstacles in front of you.
Academic Follow-up. You are welcome to schedule
follow-up appointments as often as weekly as you work
to put new study and organizational strategies into
practice.
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